
Showbus: The Woburn and Duxford Years
A Journey into the Past

Showbus, one of the most celebrated vintage bus rallies in the United
Kingdom, unfolded its colorful tapestry over the idyllic grounds of Woburn
Abbey and Duxford Imperial War Museum for two transformative decades.
The event emerged as a beacon of nostalgia and passion for classic buses,
attracting ardent enthusiasts and casual visitors alike.

The Genesis of Showbus

The seeds of Showbus were sown in the early 1970s, when the demand for
preserving and celebrating vintage buses reached a fever pitch. A group of
dedicated bus enthusiasts, led by the indefatigable John Whitaker,
conceived the idea of hosting a dedicated event that would showcase these
gleaming relics of transportation history.
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In 1973, the inaugural Showbus found its home in the picturesque parkland
of Woburn Abbey, a magnificent stately home in Bedfordshire. The event
quickly gained traction, becoming a pilgrimage for bus enthusiasts from far
and wide.

During its decade-long tenure at Woburn, Showbus flourished, drawing
thousands of visitors each year. The sight of vintage buses parading
through the manicured lawns, their engines roaring with vitality, created an
unforgettable spectacle. The event featured an eclectic mix of vehicles,
from iconic double-deckers to sleek single-deckers, all meticulously
preserved in their original glory.

Duxford Imperial War Museum: A New Chapter (1984-1993)

As Showbus continued to grow in popularity, the need for a larger venue
became apparent. In 1984, the event relocated to Duxford Imperial War
Museum, a sprawling site in Cambridgeshire renowned for its aviation and
military history.

The move to Duxford marked a new chapter for Showbus. The event
expanded its scope, incorporating military vehicles and aircraft into its
displays. The juxtaposition of vintage buses against the backdrop of historic
planes and tanks created a unique and captivating atmosphere.

The Passionate Community of Showbus

At the heart of Showbus lay a vibrant community of bus enthusiasts,
restorers, and preservationists. These dedicated individuals poured
countless hours into restoring and maintaining their beloved buses,
ensuring that the event showcased the very best examples of vintage bus
heritage.



The bus enthusiasts who attended Showbus shared a profound love and
respect for these vehicles. They reveled in the opportunity to admire the
intricate details of each bus, discuss their histories, and witness them in
motion. Showbus provided a platform for these enthusiasts to connect,
share their knowledge, and celebrate their shared passion.

Showbus: A Legacy of Preservation

Over the course of its two decades at Woburn Abbey and Duxford Imperial
War Museum, Showbus played a pivotal role in preserving and promoting
the rich history of vintage buses. The event inspired countless people to
appreciate the beauty and significance of these vehicles, and it helped to
raise awareness about the importance of bus preservation.

Many of the buses that graced the grounds of Showbus have gone on to
become cherished members of national collections, ensuring that their
legacy will continue to inspire future generations. The event has also left a
lasting impact on the world of bus restoration, fostering a spirit of
excellence and craftsmanship among enthusiasts.

The End of an Era

In 1993, Showbus bid farewell to Duxford Imperial War Museum, bringing
its two-decade run to a close. The event had outgrown its capacity at
Duxford, and the decision was made to seek a new venue that could
accommodate its ever-increasing popularity.

The closure of Showbus at Duxford marked the end of an era, but the
legacy of the event lived on. The enthusiasm and dedication of the bus
enthusiasts who had made Showbus such a success continued to inspire
future events and initiatives dedicated to preserving vintage buses.



A Lasting Legacy

Today, Showbus remains one of the most celebrated vintage bus rallies in
the United Kingdom. It has found a new home at Sywell Aerodrome in
Northamptonshire, where it continues to attract thousands of visitors each
year.

The event continues to honor the passion and dedication of the bus
enthusiasts who have kept the flame of vintage bus preservation alive for
generations. Showbus stands as a testament to the enduring fascination
with these iconic vehicles, and it serves as a reminder of the importance of
preserving our transportation heritage.

Showbus's golden years at Woburn Abbey and Duxford Imperial War
Museum were a vibrant and unforgettable chapter in the history of vintage
bus rallies. The event showcased the beauty and diversity of these classic
vehicles, fostered a passionate community of enthusiasts, and played a
vital role in preserving our transportation heritage.

As Showbus continues to thrive at its new home in Sywell Aerodrome, the
legacy of its Woburn and Duxford years will forever be etched in the hearts
and minds of bus enthusiasts worldwide. The spirit of nostalgia, passion,
and preservation that defined this era will continue to inspire future
generations to appreciate and cherish the timeless魅力 of vintage buses.
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